
In December 2013 I was returning to England via America after a gap year in Australia. The
last flight on my long journey home was overnight from JFK airport in New York to
Heathrow. On collecting my checked bags at the carousel in London I discovered that one of
them had been torn and broken into and £100 in twenty pound notes had been stolen from it.
This was money that my grandmother had given to me just prior to my departure a year
earlier with the admonition to spend it on ‘something special’. I spent the equivalent amount
on a skydive in Cairns (including an embarrassing DVD of my experience) but kept the cash.

I tried to report the loss at the airport but was given conflicting and confusing information
and was told that the airline didn’t have a desk at the terminal at which I arrived so I did not
report the loss at the time. Jet lag and loss of sleep after a long transatlantic flight
contributed to my failure to complain immediately.

However on arriving home I immediately wrote a letter to the airline, claiming for the lost
cash and the damage to my bag, a total of £120. Not a King’s ransom but a considerable sum
to an impecunious and unemployed ex-student.

I received no response to my letter so I wrote again. Again there was no response so I decided
to issue proceedings in my local County Court in the Small Claims Track. This elicited an
immediate reply from the airline’s solicitors – an international firm of lawyers who had a
specialist aviation law unit. In a robust defence they claimed:

1. The airline had not received written notification of my loss within the seven days required
by Art. 31.2 of the Montreal Convention. They claimed that they had not received any
notification.

2. They would put me to proof that my baggage contained the £100 
3. The airline was not liable because their terms and conditions stated that valuables should

not be carried in checked baggage
4. The airline was not liable because this was a codeshare flight and as it was the actual

carrier (Airline B) that had carried my baggage then they, Airline A, the contracting
carrier, were not liable.

Points 1 and 2 above raised questions about my veracity. By implication they were accusing
me of fraud or mendacity. In hindsight it might have been better to have sent my complaint
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by recorded delivery but it never occurred to me; next time I shall know better. If the matter
came to court I was prepared to swear to the truth of my allegations and trust the judge to
believe me.

As for points 3 and 4 they raised interesting and complicated legal issues. On the issue of
putting the £100 in my checked baggage their terms and conditions stated:

“The passenger shall not include in checked baggage fragile or perishable items, money,
jewellery, precious metals, silverware, negotiable papers, securities or other valuables,
business documents, passport and other identification documents or samples.”

On the face of it this seemed to cover my situation but to my mind was a little harsh.
Moreover it was buried in a document 15 pages long to which I had no real access when I
booked the flights many months earlier in Australia using an online travel agent based in
Europe. Returning to the OTA site when I was confronted with this defence I endeavoured to
re-create the booking process for my flight but I found it impossible to navigate from the
OTA site to the terms and conditions of the airline, suggesting that they might not have
formed part of the contract I made with them. And if I had carried my valuables on board
would they have been any safer on the plane,2 where, according to Art. 17.2 of the Montreal
Convention I would have had to prove negligence on the part of the airline rather than the
strict liability for checked baggage they have to accept under the Convention?

However, some systematic trawling of the internet provided the solution to this problem. I
discovered that in April 2009 the Office of Aviation Enforcement and Proceedings, which is
part of the US Department of Transportation, issued ‘74 FR 14837 Providing Guidance on
Airline Baggage Liability and Responsibilities of Code Share Partners Involving International
Itineraries’.3

As its name suggests this Guidance covered both the checked baggage issue and the code-
share issue and the advice it offered on both was favourable to my case.

On carrying valuables in checked baggage the Guidance said: 

“We have become aware of tariff provisions filed by several carriers that attempt, with respect
to checked baggage, to exclude certain items, generally high-cost or fragile items such as
electronics, cameras, jewelry or antiques, from liability for damage, delay, loss or theft. A
typical provision found in carrier tariffs and disclosed on carrier websites states that the
carrier does not assume liability for loss, damage, or delay of “certain specific items, includ-
ing: … antiques, documents, electronic equipment, film, jewelry, keys, manuscripts,
medication, money, paintings, photographs … .” 

Such exclusions, while not prohibited in domestic contracts of carriage, are in contravention
of Article 17 of the Montreal Convention (Convention), as revised on May 28, 1999. Article
17 provides that carriers are liable for damaged or lost baggage if the destruction, loss or
damage occurred while the checked baggage was within the custody of the carrier, except to
the extent that the damage ‘resulted from the inherent defect, quality or vice of the baggage.’
… Although carriers may wish to have tariff terms that prohibit passengers from including

2. http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2012/09/23/wendy-ronelle-dye-ipad_n_1906099.html

3. http://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/granule/FR-2009-04-01/E9-7264
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certain items in checked baggage, once a carrier accepts checked baggage, whatever is
contained in the checked baggage is protected, subject to the terms of the Convention, up to
the limit of 1000 SDRs (Convention, Article 22, para.2.).” (Emphasis added)

That advice, coupled with my belief that the terms had not been incorporated into the
contract in the first place, gave me sufficient confidence to counter that defence.

As for the argument in Point 4 that it was their code-share partner that was liable not them,
the starting point was Arts. 39 and 40 of the Convention:

“Article 39 — Contracting Carrier — Actual Carrier

The provisions of this Chapter apply when a person (hereinafter referred to as “the contract-
ing carrier“) as a principal makes a contract of carriage governed by this Convention with a
passenger or consignor or with a person acting on behalf of the passenger or consignor, and
another person (hereinafter referred to as “the actual carrier“) performs, by virtue of authority
from the contracting carrier, the whole or part of the carriage, but is not with respect to such
part a successive carrier within the meaning of this Convention. Such authority shall be
presumed in the absence of proof to the contrary.

Article 40 — Respective Liability of Contracting and Actual Carriers 

If an actual carrier performs the whole or part of carriage which, according to the contract
referred to in Article 39, is governed by this Convention, both the contracting carrier and the
actual carrier shall, except as otherwise provided in this Chapter, be subject to the rules of this
Convention, the former for the whole of the carriage contemplated in the contract, the latter
solely for the carriage which it performs.” 

My reading of those provisions was that my airline (Airline A) which had sold me the flight
was the ‘contracting carrier’ and that the code-share airline (Airline B) that had actually
transported me was the ‘actual carrier’ but that they were both responsible for my baggage.

My interpretation of the provisions coincided with the advice provided by the DOT Guidance
which said:

“A second issue of concern stems from airline tariffs related to code-share service. As a
condition for approval of international code-share services, the Department has as a matter of
policy required that the carrier selling such transportation (i.e., the carrier shown on the
ticket) accept responsibility for the entirety of the code-share journey for all obligations
established in the contract of carriage with the passenger; and that the passenger liability of
the operating carrier be unaffected.

Notwithstanding this clear language, several carriers have filed tariff provisions that purport
to apply the terms and conditions of the operating carrier’s contract of carriage generally, or
in certain areas such as check-in time limits, unaccompanied minors, carriage of animals,
refusal to transport, oxygen service, irregular operations, denied boarding compensation, and
baggage acceptance, allowance and liability. Others state that passengers on code-share
flights “may be subject” to the operating carrier’s baggage charges. A number of carriers have
no clear tariff rule on the subject. The intent of this DOT code-share approval provision may
not be circumvented by tariff provisions attempting to allocate responsibility and contract of
carriage provisions in different ways by the carriers involved, or by silence on the subject. As



with the exclusionary provisions cited above, carriers should review their tariffs and practices
and make revisions, if necessary, to reflect the conditions imposed in the Department’s orders
approving code-share service.”

On both points the situation seemed relatively straightforward and as the carrier concerned
was flying from the US to the UK it clearly came within the jurisdiction of the US DOT and
therefore it was in clear contravention of the tariff rules laid down by the DOT. A quick email
to the DOT confirmed that the Guidance was still in force.

At this point I was put in mind of the ‘Do you still beat your wife question?’ If asked whether
they complied with the US DOT tariff requirements the airline would be damned if they did
and damned if they didn’t. Either they complied, in which case they couldn’t rely upon their
code-share argument, or they relied upon their argument but were in breach of the DOT
requirements and could possibly face a penalty in the US.

Further internet research revealed articles written by lawyers from prominent aviation law
firms such as Condon & Forsyth LLP in the US4 and Clyde and Co5 in the UK which took a
similar view to the DOT Guidance. 

When I commenced proceedings the court form asked me whether I would be prepared to go
to mediation. This would only be a brief telephone mediation under the auspices of the
Ministry of Justice but it seemed to me that this would be the ideal solution: short, simple,
cheap, and effective. I was convinced that once the airline had heard my arguments they
would quickly come to heel and pay my claim! No such luck. In keeping with what I regarded
as symptomatic of their hard line attitude they refused the opportunity to mediate.

So it was back to the internet. First to find a template for my witness statement and then for a
skeleton argument. Again there was no shortage of assistance.6 According to the Civil
Procedure Rules, which I found online, witness statements have to be exchanged at least 14
days prior to any hearing but I couldn’t find any rules about time limits for skeleton
arguments so I decided to hold off until the last minute on the basis that if we actually got to
court I didn’t want to reveal all my best arguments too far in advance! In retrospect this may
have been a mistake because when I emailed the skeleton two days before the date of the
hearing it elicited an immediate response. Ignoring their reluctance to mediate the case I
invited them to settle the case before it came to court in two days time, and if they were so
minded could they phone me. Taking me up on my offer the case was settled within five
minutes. I received the £120 I was claiming plus the issue fee I paid to commence proceed-
ings.

I presume this was because the skeleton argument tipped the scales in my favour. Seeing the
strength of my argument coupled with the persistence I had demonstrated and my clear desire
to see the matter through to the end they thought better of the matter and cut their losses. To
take a day out of work to travel to a provincial County Court (or pay a local barrister to take

4. http://www.condonlaw.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/09/Banino-Brief_Spr09.pdf

5. http://www.clydeco.com/uploads/Files/Publications/2012/Aviation_Update.pdf

6. Witness statements: http://www.biicl.org/files/2223_skeleton_arguments_guide.pdf;
http://thestudentlawyer.com/2012/10/22/mooting-skeleton-arguments/; Skeleton arguments: http://www.johnan-
tell.co.uk/information-about-civil-litigation-in-England-and-Wales/how-to-write-a-witness-statement;
http://www.ipo.gov.uk/hearings-ch3annex1.pdf
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7. See the article on ADR in the aviation industry by Christopher Hodges elsewhere in this issue (Editor)
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the case); to have to pay the damages and the court fees, plus interest; as well as paying for
the loss of a day’s wages for me did not make practical sense. Even if they had won it would
not have been cost effective because, unless the claim is vexatious, they would not have
recovered their legal costs.

Looking back on the experience I have a number of observations:

• Why did the airline contract out such a minor claim to a large firm of solicitors? Mine was
the sort of claim that large businesses usually deal with in-house through a customer
relations department. By ignoring my letters and outsourcing the complaint I believe they
unnecessarily prolonged the dispute and incurred greater costs.

• Why did the firm of solicitors adopt such a confrontational approach – to the extent that
their defence verged on the unethical by maintaining an interpretation of the law and of
the airline’s terms and conditions that, in my opinion, misrepresented the law?

• The internet is a great leveller. Used judiciously it can help to bridge the gap between a
litigant in person and a professional legal adviser in a small claims context.

• I was not looking forward to going to court; it would have been an ordeal and would have
meant having to request a day off work from my new job. I would have preferred media-
tion but the airline refused. I believe that it would have been in the interests of both
parties to have gone to mediation with the hope that the matter would be settled much
earlier and with a lack of formality.7

• A little learning is a dangerous thing. A criminology degree is not a law degree. At times I
felt completely out of my depth and would not have been surprised if I had overlooked
some basic principle of law and made a fool of myself.

Jane Doe, Litigant in Person


